Intracellular transport is a fundamental biological process during which cellular materials are driven by enzymatic molecules called motor proteins. Recent optical trapping experiments and theoretical analysis have uncovered many features of cargo transport by multiple kinesin motor protein molecules under applied loads. These studies suggest that kinesins cooperate negatively under typical transport conditions, although some productive cooperation could be achieved under higher applied loads. However, the microscopic origins of this complex behavior are still not well understood. Using a discrete-state stochastic approach we analyze factors that affect the cooperativity among kinesin motors during cargo transport. Kinesin cooperation is shown to be largely unaffected by the structural and mechanical parameters of a multiple motor complex connected to a cargo, but much more sensitive to biochemical parameters affecting motor-filament affinities. While such behavior suggests the net negative cooperative responses of kinesins will persist across a relatively wide range of cargo types, it is also shown that the rates with which cargo velocities relax in time upon force perturbations are influenced by structural factors that affect the free energies of and load distributions within a multiple kinesin complex. The implications of these later results on transport phenomena where loads change temporally, as in the case of bidirectional transport, are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Motor proteins are a class of active enzymatic molecules that convert chemical energy of ATP hydrolysis into a mechanical work while transporting cellular materials through highly crowded and viscous environments within cells. [1] [2] [3] Although the properties of many microtubule and actin-dependent motors should allow them to perform these functions as single molecules, there are many examples where organelles, vesicles and other sub-cellular commodities are transported simultaneously by teams of motors that function collectively. [4] [5] [6] In addition, cargos are often outfitted with different types of motors that either move in opposite directions or along different types of cytoskeletal filaments. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The collective properties of motor proteins are therefore important for understanding mechanisms of intracellular transport because the number of motor proteins, their types and relative numbers of different species might be key factors influencing regulation and control of intracellular processes. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Although significant advances in uncovering many features of cellular transport phenomena have been achieved, precise mechanisms of collective action of motor proteins in cells are still not well explained.
Dynamic properties of multiple motor protein assemblies have been investigated in a variety of experimental [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and theoretical studies [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , many of which seek to characterize how cargo motion changes with variation in motor number and type. Application of engineered complexes of motor protein has also been very productive in deciphering such responses. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 23, 24 For instance, our group has employed precision particle tracking and optical trapping methods to investigate the dynamic properties of interacting kinesin molecules that are organized on DNA scaffolds. 12, 13 As has been found in recent and independent studies that employ antibodies to connect kinesin molecules, 26 these experiments conclude that the functions of complexes containing two kinesins are best characterized as net negative cooperative since the probability of cargo motion by only one load-bearing motor within a complex is generally much higher than the probability that both motors will be engaged in transport and cooperate productively. It has also been argued that the weak enhancement of cellular transport in this case is due to high efficiency of single kinesin molecules. 12, 13, 22 The above studies of structurally-organized motor complexes have also stimulated significant developments in theoretical analysis of collective behavior of motor proteins. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] One of the most successful theoretical approaches is based on a discrete-state stochastic model that captures key elements of single-molecule kinesin dynamics as well as dynamic behavior of two-kinesin assemblies. [18] [19] [20] This method is unique since it (i) explicitly takes into account individual microscopic transitions between single-motor-bound configurations and a spectrum of two-motor bound configurations with different distances between molecules along filaments; (ii) parameterizes transition rates from fits obtained for single-kinesin optical trap experiments; and (iii) calculates numerically exactly all spatialtemporal dynamic properties of multiple-motor system. This approach reproduces all features observed in experiments on two-kinesin assemblies, and it also provides microscopic explanations for observed dynamic behavior. For example, this model suggests that collections of kinesins face mechanical and kinetic challenges that restrict their ability to adopt filament-bound configurations that support load-sharing behaviors. Furthermore, discrete state modeling has also demonstrated that that this behavior is only exacerbated when applied loads vary spatially and temporally. 18 Yet, such behaviors naturally raise fundamental questions as to whether such dynamics is general for all motor proteins or it is unique for structurally organized kinesin complexes utilized in our experiments. Herein, we apply the discrete-state stochastic modeling approach to examine the extent to which multiple kinesin behaviors change with varying structural and chemical properties of a multiple motor system.
METHODS
Our analysis of motor protein cooperativity is based on a discrete-state stochastic approach that has been developed to explain optical trapping measurements obtained for two-kinesin assemblies acting on cargos against applied external loads. [23] [24] [25] A generic view of the system of two kinesins that move cargo is shown in Fig. 1 (Left) . It is assumed that two kinesins are bound at a distance S bead apart from each other on the surface of a spherical cargo with a diameter D. The motors can attach and detach to and from different microtubule lattice sites that are separated by 8.2 nm, and they are assumed to move only along a single protofilament for simplicity. The model enumerates for a broad range of transitions where only one motor protein molecule is connected to microtubules as well as a wide spectrum of two-motor-bound configurations where the separation distance between binding sites on microtubules, S microtubule, , varies.
Transition rate modeling
The main idea of the discrete state stochastic approach is to calculate the rates a multiple motor complex transitions between different filament-bound configurations via explicit calculations of the free energy of the system in each state. It is done by assuming that between transitions the system quickly relaxes to mechanical equilibrium, although chemical equilibrium is not assumed. [23] [24] [25] The forces acting on the cargo and the motors are estimated from the force-balance assumption and parameterizing the stiffness profile of the kinesin motor from experiments. The free energy of the complex, which is called a configurational energy (E config ), can then be calculated explicitly using the following expression: (1) where, κ T , x T , x b and F ax are the trap stiffness, position of the trap, position of the cargo bead center and the axial load experienced by the bead respectively. The parameter l 0 denotes the length of the kinesin motor under zero force, while the parameter l ax is the extended length of the motor protein This equation reflects two contributions into the free energy of the state, the potential energy of the bead in the trap and the mechanical energy associated with stretching the motor protein -see Ref. 23 for more detailed explanations.
The way the system of coupled motor proteins evolves with a time is given by a set of master equations that are numerically solved as explained in detail in our previous works. [23] [24] [25] The calculated free energies are utilized for estimating transition rates via the detailed balance conditions. Solving master equations provides probability distributions of different states of the system at various times, which can be used to estimate average observable quantities such as average detachment rates, detachment forces and cargo velocities that, in turn, can be used to assess whether the motors within a complex can cooperate productively.
Model parameterization and calculating observables
Transition rates are input parameters for solving master equations, and they are obtained in the following way. Detachment and binding rates in the absence of external forces are estimated from experimental analyses of single kinesin behaviors exclusively, 24, 25 and the rates under loads are determined using the detailed balance condition as explained in Ref. 23 . Stepping rates of the motor under applied loads are determined from fits to singlekinesin optical trapping data: see Ref. 23 for more details. To properly describe mechanical properties of the system, the elasticity of motor-cargo links is estimated by using fits to measurements of single-kinesin stiffnesses. 13, 24 These results show the non-linear elasticity of the system which allows us to take into account the effects of strain-induced stiffening of connections between motor proteins and cargo.
The present analyses examine how collective kinesin behaviors change with structural and mechanical properties of a multiple motor complex as well as biochemical properties of its constituent motors. Our prior experiments utilized a DNA scaffold that separated the motors by 50 nm on surface of 500 nm sized beads. 13, 18 For the present study, the influence of a motor complex's structure was examined by altering the distance between motor protein connections on the bead S bead and cargo size D. The effect of mechanical properties was also explored by varying elastic properties of motor protein complexes. Again, experimental measurements of force-dependent elasticity of single kinesins 13, 23 indicate that the motor protein stiffness has a non-linear dependence due to strain-induced stiffening of the motors (Fig. 1) . We have shown that these responses can be approximated well by a sigmoid function. 13, 23 To simplify the present analyses, our original function was modified by altering the force at which motor stiffness increase with increasing load. To label different load-dependent stiffness curves we introduce a quantity f 1/2 , which corresponds to the force at which motor stiffness (κ M ) reaches half of its maximal value. Accordingly, high f 1/2 corresponds to more compliant motors, while smaller values describe rigid motor proteins. Experimental measurements of elasticity for kinesins give f 1/2 =3.2 pN/nm. 13 Then for each elasticity behavior specified by different curves (Fig. 1 Right) dynamic properties of the system are evaluated directly and compared with each other to quantify the effect of motor protein stiffness on cooperativity.
The effect of chemical interactions between kinesins and microtubules can be taken into account by modifying detachment forces and detachment rates. Such effects can be explored by modulating the unloaded rate for single motor detachment (ε). We also define and modulate kinesin's critical detachment force (F d ), which is the characteristic force that exponentially decreases the rate of motor protein dissociation from the microtubule. The critical detachment force is also associated with the length scale
describes the distance needed to move the motor protein molecule away from the microtubule to be considered detached. The structurally-defined kinesin complexes described in Ref. 23 can be modeled using the experimentally determined values of ε = 0.312 s −1 and F d = 3.1 pN. For simplicity, we assume that motor detachment follows Kramer's-type dependence, although experimental data are better described by a two-state model. 23 We utilize this approach to simplify all computations, since experimentally observed trends are not affected by this approximation and only some small quantitative features are changed. It is important to note that, in contrast to some treatments, we have shown that this approximation can still lead to average detachment rates for multi-motor complexes that are not exponential functions of forces. Thus, we predict multiple motor behaviors that exhibit apparent deviations from Bell-model predictions without the need to assume that motors exhibit complex, force-dependent detachment characteristics such as slip-catch behaviors. 23 To quantify the influence of all these structural, mechanical and chemical properties, we concentrate on several observable quantities that are measured in experiments and that can be easily calculated in the discrete-state approach. Specifically, in this work, we calculate the free energy difference, ΔE config , between single-bound and a range of two-motor states since motor protein molecules can only cooperate productively when they are bound close together to the microtubule. Similarly, one could see the effect of cooperativity by monitoring the ratio of average detachment forces for two-motor bound and single-motor bound cargo complexes, <F 2 >/<F 1 >. A dynamic view of cooperativty can also be obtained from analysis of the ratio of average velocities for two-motor and single-motor complexes, <V 2 >/<V 1 >.
Recent force clamp assays have shown that multiple kinesin complexes may experience loading conditions that prevent them from reaching a steady state; for example, when loads vary spatially or temporally. 23 Consequently, understanding mechanisms of motor cooperation also requires analyses of the relaxation behavior of motor protein complexes under variable loading conditions. Generally, if the applied load is changed instantaneously from a low to high load, multiple kinesin velocities will also change in time as the system progresses towards a new steady state since the probability that a complex will achieve productive, load-sharing states increases with increasing load. The characteristic relaxation time describing this change can be approximated using the following exponential function: (2) In this expression, the parameter A corresponds to a stationary-state velocity, while the parameter B gives the deviation from the stationary-state velocity at initial times. The values of A, B and τ relax are extracted from fits to calculated curves.
Relaxation times were calculated for a circumstance where the applied load increased instantaneously from 4 to 5 pN, and then remained static at 5 pN until the system reached its steady state. This condition mimics those provided in our prior force clamping assays. 23 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As discussed in Ref. 13 , the distribution of an applied load between two elastically-coupled kinesins when both motors are attached to a microtubule is strongly dependent on how far apart the motors are bound at the filament. Due to geometric constraints, equitable load sharing only occurs when the motors are bound closely on the filament, and hence, they will only cooperate productively under an applied load if they can transition into these states. To gauge how structural and mechanical properties of a complex influence this ability, we first examined dependence of configurational energy changes of a two-kinesin complex on cargo diameter (D), the distance between the sites that the motors are anchored to the cargo surface (S bead ), and the mechanical compliances of motor-cargo linkages (via the parameter f 1/2 ). In each case, configurational energies were calculated for transitions from single-motor bound states to a range of two-motor bound configurations. Generally, the lower this energy difference the higher the degree of cooperativity since the system will transition more frequently into two-motor bound states where the motors will share their load (see Figs 2 and 3), and since transition probabilities will be controlled by the corresponding Boltzmann's factor: exp(−ΔE config /k B T).
The dependence of ΔE config for different sized cargos as a function of the separation distance between the motors on the microtubule are presented for applied loads of 5 pN in Fig. 2A , and for 12 pN in Fig. 2B . The results of each calculation shows there is a relatively large range of intermediate S microtubule values where ΔE config is negligible since transitions into these configurations do not change the force balance between the motors in a complex. Outside of this region, ΔE config changes more rapidly with S microtubule compared to the cargo size D. Although the effects are very small, the energy needed to transition into configurations where the motors are closely spaced on the microtubule is found to increase with the increasing cargo size (Figure 2A and 2B) . Moreover, ΔE config is found to be sensitive to cargo size for transitions into states where the motors are positioned far apart on the filament (S microtubule > 140 nm) and will experience additional 'counter forces' due to the resultant leading-lagging-motor organization of the complex in these configurations. 13 Nevertheless, given the magnitude of these differences, we generally expect that cargo size will not affect the probabilities the motors will share their loads appreciably.
While also small compared to the dependence of ΔE config on S microtubule , somewhat stronger dependences of ΔE config are predicted when the separation distance between the motors on the bead (S bead ) is increased (Fig. 2B -for 5 pN; and Fig. 2E -for 12 pN) . These trends can be understood from the system geometry (Fig. 1Left ). When S microtubule < 100 nm, increasing the cargo diameter D or S bead makes it harder for the second motor to bind to the microtubule because the motors must now stretch a larger distance to reach their corresponding lattice sites, which is more energetically costly. It is also important to note that the free energy of the system could be further affected by bead rotations and displacements against the applied load, as discussed in Ref. 23 . Note also that for S microtubule > 100nm, ΔE config decreases with increasing S bead , in contrast to the dependence on cargo diameter D. Although neither structural parameter is shown to influence ΔE config significantly compared to the on-filament motor spacing, this distinction occurs since the vectorial properties of the loads experienced by each motor (i.e., the split between tangential and upward loads on a motor) will change differently when cargo size and motor spacing are varied -due to bead curvature.
The elasticity of motor proteins in a motor-bead linkage is predicted to have the strongest effect on the free energy difference between two-motor and single-motor bound states (Fig.  2C and 2F ). This response can be explained as follows. Under the same external load (F), the cargo displacement is given by Δx=F/κ M, which leads to the free-energy contribution of ½κ M Δx 2 = 1/2 F 2 /κ M. This result states that increasing the stiffness lowers the contribution to free energy. This simple argument therefore predicts that more rigid motors should cooperate better since they do not increase E config as much as do the more compliant motors. These arguments work well for S microtubule <100nm. However, the trend reverses for larger separation distances due to the introduction of counter forces which increase load per each motor molecule (see Fig. S3 in Ref. 23 ). Yet, we expect the dependence of E config on κ M to mimic the trend found with S bead , as opposed to the trend for cargo diameter D, since compliant motors can stretch more easily. A more flexible complex will therefore behave effectively as motors that are spaced further apart on the bead when they adopt configurations where S microtubule is large.
A different way of analyzing cooperativity of multiple motor proteins is to compare average detachments forces of two-motor complexes (<F 2 >) and single-motor molecules (<F 1 >). These forces can be determined from detachment distributions obtained in the static trap mode of experiments. 13 If two-motor assemblies cooperate positively via load sharing, it will take much more energy to remove them from the microtubules. But if the cooperation is weak the detachment force <F 2 > for two motor protein molecules should not be significantly larger than the detachment force <F 1 > for the single-motor case. It is important to note that we are considering here the detachment force rather than the stalling force which only describes the condition of no motion for the cargo without providing microscopic details on mechanisms of cooperativity.
The percentage increase (<F 2 >/<F 1 >−1)*100% as a function of the cargo size, geometry and motor stiffness is shown in Fig. 3 and are plotted as a function of the critical detachment forces F d , which is a force that characterizes the sensitivity of motor detachment to strain. 23, 24 Increasing the cargo diameter lowers the ratio <F 2 >/<F 1 > as expected (Fig. 3A ) since in this case it becomes easier energetically to detach two-motor complexes, leading to lower cooperativity. Similar effect is observed for increasing the distance between bound motors (Fig. 3B) , although the effect is smaller. In addition, more rigid motors also increase the cooperativity with respect to force production (Fig. 3B) ; in agreement with our freeenergy arguments. Nevertheless, one can clearly see that the <F 2 >/<F 1 > ratio for all ranges of reasonable parameters is only slightly larger than 1, indicating weak cooperative gains and a generic insensitivity to a multiple motor system's structural and mechanical properties. The largest gains and dependencies on the structural and mechanical properties of the complex are observed when F d is assumed to be very large (6-7 pN) which most probably are not realistic for typical cellular conditions. This is due to the fact that larger F d corresponds to stronger interactions between motor proteins and microtubules, and it leads to longer lifetimes of two-motor complexes under load, yielding higher probability for cooperative interactions with load sharing.
Another convenient measure of cooperative effects is the average cargo velocities driven by two-motor complexes <V 2 > compared to average cargo velocities produced by single motor molecules <V 1 >. The expectation is that when motors cooperate positively under an applied load, <V 2 > is significantly larger than <V 1 >. For these analyses, we calculated steady-state cargo velocities for force-clamp conditions where the external load is held constant. 23 The percentage increase (<V 2 >/<V 1 >−1)*100% is presented in Fig. 4A -4C for an applied load of 5 pN, and it is presented as a function of a motor's unloaded detachment rate (ε) for several motor systems where the cargo diameter D, S bead and κ M are varied. We chose to employ force-clamp conditions and to modulate motor detachment rates since this approach allows us to best isolate the dependence of cargo velocities on the strength of a motor's interaction with the microtubule filament (e.g., spatial and temporal effects can be neglected). Single kinesin will stall at loads exceeding 7 pN, yielding aberrantly-high ratios <V 2 >/<V 1 > ratios. For this reason, we present in Figs. 4D, 4E and 4F absolute values of cargo velocity when it is driven by the motor-protein complex for the external load of 10 pN.
The response of multiple kinesin velocities to structural/geometric and mechanical parameters is presented in Fig. 4 . As is found for detachment forces, differences between single and two-kinesin velocities are exceptionally small (<2% for nearly any value of ε) when the applied load is small (F = 5 pN). More significant differences are found at high applied loads (F = 10 pN). The latter response can be explained by the fact that cargos will stall when only one of the complex's motors is engaged in transport, producing very large differences in cargo velocities when the system is bound in these states compared to loadsharing states. Cargo velocities will therefore be very sensitive to alterations in the probability that the system will enter into either of these classes of states.
The dependence of multiple kinesin velocities on the structural and mechanical properties of a complex generally follows the trends found with cargo detachment forces; again, these changes are negligible when applied loads are small (Fig. 4A-4C ). The only exception is found with motor stiffness. Increased motor compliance (increasing f 1/2 ) produces lower cargo velocities when applied loads are below kinesin's stalling force (Fig. 4C) . However, this trend is reversed at large loads (Fig. 4F) . We believe that this behavior stems from the fact that the compliant motors will stretch very large distances under these loads. Such behavior therefore increases the range of motor bound configurations where the motors will share their equitably; hence, allowing the motors to step more rapidly compared to those in a rigid complex that is bound in similar configurations (this effect is illustrated in Fig. S3 in Ref. 13 ). This response therefore illustrates the importance of analyzing the vectorial properties of load distributions within multiple motor complexes when assessing cooperative effects. Nevertheless, it is also important to recognize that the low average detachment forces produced by compliant motor complexes will reduce the probability that a cargo will be transported to such loads. Thus, despite the trend found in Fig. 4F , the weak cooperative behaviors found in those analyses will likely dominate multiple kinesin behaviors.
As was found with the dependence of multiple motor detachment forces on F d , our calculations show that motor cooperativity is generally much more sensitive to biochemical factors affecting motor affinity than the structural and mechanical properties of the complexes, especially at small applied loads. For example, significant changes to two-motor velocities are predicted when the unloaded detachment rate of a single motor molecule (ε) is varied (Fig. 4) . This can be understood in the following way. Decreasing the detachment rate increases the time that motors spend bound to microtubules; thus, increasing the probability a complex will generate high-velocity and cooperative load-sharing states. At the same time, cooperativity is reduced for large detachment rates since the motors will detach before these states are reached. Given the strong sensitivity of multiple kinesin velocities to ε, we conclude that factors influencing how tightly the basal affinity of motors to their filaments as well as the sensitivity of motor-microtubule interactions to load will influence multiple kinesin behaviors more significantly than the structural and mechanical properties of the complexes, which primarily determine how load is distributed within a complex.
Finally, we also examined how the multiple kinesin velocities change in time by examining how fast cargo velocities relax to a steady-state velocity after an instantaneous change in the applied load. Although neglected in many multiple motor analyses, understanding such behavior is important since these relaxation times will influence whether a multiple motor system will achieve a steady-state during transport scenarios where applied loads vary temporally. Relaxation occurs since the distributions of multiple motor-bound configurations depend on the applied load on a cargo. Relaxation rates/times will naturally depend on how complexes transition between different configurations in time via motor binding, detachment and stepping. To analyze this behavior, we calculated relaxation times by starting computations the two-kinesin system at applied load F ap,0. and changing it to another applied load F ap,1 . The data presented in Fig. 5 corresponds to case where the load was jumped from 4 to 5 pN, but as we checked to confirm that qualitative results are not strongly dependant on the magnitude of these changes in load. Relaxation times were determined using the procedures described in the Methods section.
The dependence of relaxation times on different structural properties of the system is shown in Fig. 5 . Interestingly, in contrast to multiple kinesin detachment forces and velocities, relaxation times are found to exhibit strong dependencies on the structural and mechanical properties of a cargo. While the evolution of motor-complexes bound geometry is a complex process involving motor binding detachment and stepping, we believe that there are some general features of relaxation dynamics that can be understood by analyzing the configuration-dependent free energies of the complexes. For example, relaxation times decrease for larger cargo sizes (Fig. 5A) . The analyses of ΔE config in Fig. 2A show that the range of states where the energetic costs associated with transitions from single-to twomotor bound configurations are negligible also decreases as cargo diameter (D) increases. Consequently, the number of states occupied by a motor complex on a large cargo will likely decrease with increasing the cargo size, yielding smaller relaxation times. Multiple kinesin velocities also relax faster when S bead is small (Fig. 5B ) and when their linkages to the beads are stiff ( Figure 5C ). These responses may seem to contradict the trend found with cargo size. However, closer examination show of the states at large motor separation distances ( Fig. 2B and 2C ) as well as load distributions (Fig. S3 in Ref. 13 ) uncovers similar effects. In these cases, the range of 'energetically neutral' states decreases as S bead and motor compliances increase. Furthermore, analyses of force distributions in Ref. 13 show that the difference between the portion of the load assumed by a primary and secondary load-bearing motor will generally decrease with increasing motor compliance. Relaxation times for a compliant multiple motor complexes will therefore be slow since their motors will step at similar rates, which will reduce the rate that the average motor separation distance changes in time. Overall, these results show that multiple kinesin relaxation phenomena will be very sensitive to structural and mechanical parameters affecting a complex's configuration-dependent free energies and how loads are distributed between its motors.
CONCLUSIONS
The cooperative behaviors of coupled kinesin motor proteins were examined via the discrete-state stochastic approach. The ability of this method to account for the majority of the relevant states occupied by a complex as well as the transitions between them, and its success in reproducing key experimental observations found with experimental analyses of structurally-defined kinesin complexes, provided a basis to explore how kinesin cooperation is influence by the structural, mechanical and biochemical properties of a motor complex. Overall, the present results suggest that multiple kinesin force production and velocities will be relatively insensitive to the organization of motors on cargos, their stiffness and cargo size. Responses to these factors are found, yet they are generally small and do not influence the abilities of multiple kinesins to cooperate productively as a team. These predictions suggest that the net negative cooperative behaviors found in previous multiple kinesin studies are likely robust, and will apply to various transport scenarios where multiple kinesins are organized differently on different types of cargos. Yet, it is important to note that this may not be the case for other motor proteins. For example, recent experimental and theoretical studies on myosins V indicate that dynamic behavior of multiple myosins V depend stronger on elasticity and cargo sizes. Then collective dynamics of myosins V could be tuned by other cellular processes more precisely. 18, 27 It will be interesting to test these ideas directly by studying other motor protein systems via advanced theoretical and experimental methods.
In contrast to structural and mechanical parameters, biochemical factors affecting motorfilament affinities are found to influence, appreciably, the extent to which kinesin systems will adopt state where the motors can share the applied load on a cargo. One main reason for this distinction stems from the fact that multiple kinesin complexes generally possess a broad range of states where only one motor in the complex bears the applied load, and hence the differences in the free energy between these states and single-motor bound states are negligible. Structural factors that alter load distributions within a complex tend not to affect the energies of these configurations. However, biochemical factors such as the unloaded free energy of kineins-microtubule association alter the energies of all motor-bound states. Furthermore, these factors affect the timescale that motors remain filament-bound, and hence, influence whether a complex has the opportunity to evolve its bound geometry from a single-motor-bound state to productive load-sharing states.
In contrast to cargo detachment forces and velocities, the relaxation dynamics is found to be very sensitive to structural, mechanical and chemical parameters. Thus, while dependent on a number of factors, these factors can influence whether a multiple kinesin system will achieve a steady-state in circumstance where loads change temporally, as will be the case during bidirectional transport. If forces acting on motor proteins change rapidly, some forms of motors complexes might not have time to adopt their geometries to steady-state conditions, giving rise to hysteresis and other complicated effects that might confound interpretations. In other words, deviations from stationary-state behavior of motor proteins could significantly modify cooperative motors responses, and one should be careful in assessing competitions between motors and cannot necessarily assume that strong or weak motors would win a tug of war. Analyses of increases of cargo detachment forces due to motor cooperation. The percentage increase (<F 2 >/<F 1 >-1)*100% is computed in the panels A, B and C correspond to the cases of varying cargo diameter (D), separation distance (S bead ) and motor stiffness (κ M ). <F 2 > is the average detachment force compiled from the detachment force distribution of a twomotor cargo complex while <F 1 > corresponds to that of a single-motor molecule. 
